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typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1890 Excerpt: ...out his time And like an engine moved with wheel and weight, His
principles being ceased, he ended straight. Rest that gives all men life, gave him his death, And too much breathing put him out of breath
Nor were it contradiction to affirm Too long vacation hastened on his term. Merely to drive the time away he sickened, Fainted, and died,
nor would with ale be quickened Nay, quoth he, on his swooning bed out‐stretched If I maynt carry, sure Ill neer be fetched, But vow,
though the cross doctors all stood hearers, For one carrier put down to make six bearers. Ease was his chief disease, and to judge right, He
died for heaviness that his cart went light: His leisure told him that his time was come, And lack of load made his life burdensome, That
even to his last breath ﴾there be that sayt﴿ As he were pressed to death, he cried More weight But had his doings lasted as they were, He
had been an immortal carrier. Obedient to the moon he spent his date In course reciprocal, and had his fate Linked to the mutual flowing of
the seas, Yet ﴾strange to think﴿ his wain was his increase: His letters are delivered all and gone, Only remains this superscription. XIII.
LALLEGRO.1 Hence loathed Melancholy, Of Cerberus2 and blackest Midnight born, 1 This and the following poem are exquisitely beautiful
in themselves, but appear much more beautiful when they are considered as they were written, in contrast with each other. There is a great
variety of pleasing images in each of them and it is remarkable that the poet represents several of the same objects as exciting both mirth
and melancholy, and affecting us differently according to the different dispositions and affections of the soul. This is nature and experience.
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